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	    2221 Daniels Street Madison, Wisconsin 53718
	     (1) 800-466-8043 
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  🚨NEW FLAVOR ALERT!🚨  That’s right, we've t [image: 🚨NEW FLAVOR ALERT!🚨  That’s right, we've taken everyone's favorite little green superfood and turned it into a new flavor - Brussels Sprout! A delightful blend of creamy vanilla and brussels sprout-infused ice cream, balanced with hints of cinnamon, pistachio, and bits of real brussels sprouts. Available now!😋🥬  #April1st]
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  Fresh baked every day! If only we could make this   [image: Fresh baked every day! If only we could make this video scratch and sniff! 😉]
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  It's a special day, and we need all of your help w [image: It's a special day, and we need all of your help wishing our Chuck Senior a very happy birthday!! 🥳🎂  Senior is one half of the reason we get to enjoy our scoops of ooey-gooey, award-winning, Chocolate Shoppe Ice Cream after he and his partner Nancy made their first batch on Monona Drive 62 years ago. Now enjoying his retirement, Senior watches his sons continue with his ice cream recipes and checks their work every night with a scoop of Old Fashioned Vanilla. Happy birthday, Senior, 89 looks good on you!]
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  Join the fun and grow with us! We are looking for  [image: Join the fun and grow with us! We are looking for driven individuals to join our team in various roles, including:  🍦 Scoopers 🛒 Warehouse Pickers 🚚 CDL Drivers 🚛Delivery Drivers  We offer competitive wages and benefits, and bonus ice cream! 😏😋 Apply today on our website.]
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